TOPICS

- Neurodevelopmental disorders
- Neurodegenerative disorders
- Pre- and postsynaptic pathomechanisms
- Immune synaptopathies
- Dysfunctional inhibitory mechanisms
- Systems approaches to study synaptic dysfunction

SPEAKERS

Tobias Böckers | Ulm
Thomas Bourgeron | Paris
Niels Brose | Göttingen
Cécile Charrier | Paris
Mike Cousin | Edinburgh
Kasia Grochowska | Hamburg
Anna-Sophie Hafner | Nijmegen
Torben Hausrat | Hamburg
Etienne Herzog | Bordeaux
Cordelia Imig | Copenhagen
Reinhard Jahn | Göttingen
Thomas Jentsch | Berlin
Eunjoon Kim | Daejeon
Josef Kittler | London

Natalia Kononenko | Cologne
Noa Lipstein | Berlin
Michela Matteoli | Milan
Marina Mikhaylova | Berlin
Peter Penzes | Evanston
Isabel Perez Otaño | Alicante
Harald Prüss | Berlin
Gerhard Schratt | Zurich
Morgan Sheng | Boston
Sandra Soukup | Bordeaux
Matthijs Verhage | Amsterdam

Call for Abstracts
Applicants are invited to submit abstracts for posters. A limited number of abstracts will be selected for short oral presentations.

Deadline for submission
April 30, 2024

Further information and registration*
www.zmnh.uni-hamburg.de/blankenese_conferences/41st-Conference-2024.html
eundelf@lin-magdeburg.de

*Number of participants will be restricted to ~100